Wireless Communications Devices (WCD) Policy Information

Effective February 1, the Wireless Communications Devices (WCD) Approval System was decommissioned due to changes in the WCD Policy at UGA. Although the approval system will no longer be available, departments and units are still responsible for adhering to the policy.

Telephone representatives (or another appointed department representative) for each department and unit should familiarize themselves with the policy changes, as they will be responsible for enforcing the policy and making purchases.

In addition, devices with an inventory control tag must adhere to off-campus inventory policies.

Franklin OIT recommends the following platforms for WCD purchase:

- Android
- iOS

Related articles

- Off-Campus Inventoried Equipment Policies and Procedures
- Setting Up UGAMail Email and Calendar on Handheld Devices
- Entering and Prioritizing Requests in the Requests and Commitments System
- Equipment Request and Allocation Process
- Student Technology Fee (STF) Process